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ABSTRACT

How are Refugees depicted in the Amarillo Globe-News?
by
Shannon Reimers

Advisor: Jamie Longazel

This research uses media analysis to ask how refugees in Amarillo, Texas, are portrayed in the
Amarillo Globe-News from 2002 until January 2021. Amarillo, Texas is a small, conservative city
with a long history of refugee resettlement. Researching one town, over an extended period, tells a
rich story of how refugees are depicted in the local media. This research is important because while
the United States takes in refugees on a national level, the local level is where they settle and
become long-term members of a community. It shares what a community resettling refugees has to
say about them. In this analysis, I identify four frames that the Globe-News uses for refugee
coverage — resource adaptations, refugee stories, humanitarian, and community — as well as
eleven subframes. I find that the Amarillo Globe-News portrays refugees in a multitude of ways: it
highlights success stories, integration woes, human rights battles, charity, and more. Showing that
local coverage in Amarillo, Texas, is complex and differs from the minimal ways that refugees are
depicted in national media.
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Introduction
This paper explores how a local newspaper in Amarillo, Texas portrays refugees from
2002 until January 2021. Amarillo is an ideal place to study how the local media covers refugees
because it has had a long history of refugee resettlement, and at times has resettled the highest
number of refugees per capita in Texas. Conducting this analysis is an opportunity to understand
how a community with a significant population of resettled refugees reads about them. Amarillo
has been welcoming to refugees, but many residents believe the city has already done its fair
share of resettlement. In my analysis I identify different main themes that the Globe-News uses
to cover refugees, and ultimately find four frames of coverage as well as 11 subframes to
describe how refugees are depicted. The four frames that the Globe-News enlists in its refugee
coverage from 2002-2021 are resource adaptations, refugee stories, humanitarian, and
community. This multitude of frames and subframes show that the Amarillo Globe-News portrays
refugees in many complex ways — highlighting success stories, integration woes, human rights
battles, charity and more.
A history of refugee resettlement in the United States and Amarillo
The United Nations defines a refugee as, “someone who has been forced to flee his or her
country because of persecution, war or violence. A refugee has a well-founded fear of
persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a
particular social group” (UNHCR 2020). When leaving their home country, refugees travel to
neighboring countries, and sometimes be resettled in a new host country. The UNHCR defines
resettlement as “transfer of refugees from an asylum country to another State that has agreed to
admit them and ultimately grant them permanent settlement” (2020). Though many of the
world’s refugees live in camps waiting for resettlement, it is a process that depends wholly on
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other countries agreeing to take in refugees. It happens at an extremely low rate, with less than
1% of the world refugee population ultimately getting resettled. Historically, the US has resettled
the largest number of refugees in the world, though not per capita.
Refugees come to be resettled in the United States through the United Nations. A refugee
registers with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), who determines
the most durable solution for the refugee. If that solution is resettlement in a third country, the
average wait time is 10-26 years. Under the 1980 Refugee Act, the Executive Office determines
how many refugees the United States will resettle. The President sends a report to Congress on
proposed admission numbers, from specific geographical areas of the world. Those numbers get
filled by refugees who apply for refugee status. These applications are processed by the United
States Citizenship and Immigration Services. To be approved for resettlement in the US,
refugees must provide biometric data, pass background checks, and are reviewed against the
intelligence databases (Human Rights First 2017). Once a refugee is approved, they are placed
with a Refugee Resettlement Agency which helps the refugee get acclimated to life in the US. In
Amarillo, there are currently two refugee resettlement agencies in operation: Refugee Services of
Texas and Catholic Charities of the Texas Panhandle. Both organizations have case workers who
help settle refugees, providing resources for the first three months of their arrival. They help with
language acquisition, cultural adjustment, housing, and job training.
Studying Texas for this project was an intentional choice. In the last ten years Texas has
resettled the largest number of refugees in the country, followed closely by California and New
York (The Refugee Processing Center n.d.). It is also a conservative state. Trump won Potter
County, Amarillo’s county, twice. In 2016 he had 68.8% of the vote (Politico.com 2016) and
2020 he won with 68.35% (Amarillo.com 2020). State politics from the Texas governor have not
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been pro-refugee. Governor Greg Abbott, who was elected in 2015, has twice attempted to
significantly alter refugee resettlement in Texas. In 2015, he directed Texas’s Refugee
Resettlement Program to refuse Syrian refugees (Texas.Gov, 2015). Then in 2020, after Trump
issued an executive order where states had to opt-in or opt-out for refugee resettlement, Abbott
opted out for Texas (The Texan, 2020). Neither of these actions stopped refugee resettlement in
Texas; in 2015 the refugee resettlement agencies still took in refugees, and a federal court
blocked Trump’s opt-in executive order. However, they offer examples of the governor’s
position on refugee resettlement. The exact number of refugees resettled in this period of review
is not readily available, but from 2007-2017 the refugee resettlement agencies settled 7,000
refugees in Amarillo and nearby cities (NYTimes, 2020). Since Trump took office only 200
refugees have been resettled in Amarillo (NYTimes, 2020). In the period of analysis for this
project, refugee admission in Amarillo peaked in FY2010 when 767 refugees were resettled and
then slowly declined (Refugee Language Project, 2021).
Under the Trump administration, refugee politics and refugee resettlement have changed
significantly in the United States. In addition to resettlement falling in Amarillo, it also declined
in the state of Texas, as well as the rest of the United States. For FY2021 Trump authorized the
resettlement of 15,000 refugees (Reuters, 2020), which was the authorization number since the
passage of the 1980 Refugee Act. A 2018 Pew poll found that 51% of Americans thought the US
has a responsibility to accept refugees and 43% did not. The poll found divisions along party
lines, with 19% of Republicans believing the US had a responsibility to take in refugees. With
these national rates, paired with a resettlement system that depends on states, there’s an
imperative to understand how conservative places with high numbers of refugees depict their
refugee populations. This paper will review a 19 year span of refugee coverage from a local
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newspaper in a conservative town. It will show how the paper portrays those refugees and offer
analysis of media coverage during, before, and after the Trump administration.
The Refugee Language Project suggests that one of the reasons Amarillo has had high
numbers of refugee resettlement is because of local meatpacking plants JBS Foods and Tyson
(2020). These plants provide good employment opportunities for a large population of nonEnglish speakers. The plants have historically been staffed by immigrants, many of whom were
undocumented. 2006 was a turning point for the refugee workforce because there was an
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) raid in the meatpacking plants around Amarillo.
The raid resulted in the deportation of undocumented workers and left a staffing issue in the
meatpacking plants. Many of the remaining employees at these plants were refugees and they
grew to be a predominant population of this workforce when the plants started offering bonuses
to recruit new workers. These opportunities at the plants coupled with the pre-existing refugee
population brought more refugee family members to Amarillo to take these well-paying jobs that
did not require significant English skills.
Literature Review
In my studies on international migration, we often spoke of the ways in which refugees,
asylum seekers, and immigrants are depicted in the media. In Canada, Esses et al (2008) found
that the media can promote dehumanization of refugees with how they write about them. When
refugees are framed as immoral, the readers are led to feel contempt for refugees and negative
towards refugee policies. The media paints a picture of immigrants’ and refugees’
“deservingness” to move to a country or be a part of the system that resettles them. Media
portrayals of immigrants and refugees come from analyzing specific incidents, such as the
arrivals of asylum seekers by boat, natural disasters, decisions to admit large numbers of Syrian
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refugees, or large migrant groups making their way to the borders. Though analysis on specific
incidents is important, it creates a gap by not covering routine refugee arrival, resettlement, and
integration processes.
Conducting content analysis on refugees’ portrayals in the media is not unique. Much of
this work has been done on the national level, with national newspapers (Hoewe, 2018; Merolla,
et al 2013), and scholars have found the media coverage of refugees to often be negative
(Anderson, 2020; Esses et al 2014, Santa Anna, 1999). Terence Wright’s (2014) work highlights
that refugees are most often spoken about by NGO reps, reporters, and politicians but aren’t
invited to bring their own voice to the story and are instead treated as passive victims. This,
coupled with media reporting influencing public opinion and Western media’s tendency for
negative reporting, leads to refugees being inaccurately portrayed (Wright 2014). These
portrayals are significant because the readers often do not encounter refugee groups and the
media framing leads readers to feel exclusionary towards refugees (Esses et al, 2013). Hoewe’s
(2018) in-depth analysis of US news coverage shows that there is a frequent misuse of the term
‘immigrant’ versus ‘refugee’, and that US citizens themselves do not have a distinguished view
between refugees and immigrants. This work looks at party affiliations and finds that
Republicans base their feelings about immigrants and refugees on the perception that they are not
to be trusted, where Democrats tend to feel more positive towards them.
Arcimaviciene and Baglama (2018) found that immigrants and refugees are portrayed as
an “us” in the US and Europe, while the media writes articles for the native-born “them”. They
find immigrants and refugees depicted as objects, and written about as criminals and terrorists,
which creates a divide between the native-born population and the foreign-born population. In
this rhetoric the immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers are portrayed as a threat to the host
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nation (Gabrielatos and Baker, 2008; Khosravinik, 2009; Jelínková 2019). Lawlor and Tolley
(2017) conducted a ten-year content analysis of print media in Canada, looking to examine the
difference of framing between refugees and immigrants. They see a correlation between
government policy, public opinion and that media coverage offers an understanding of the public
discourse on immigrants and refugees. They find the national newspapers use frames of
economy, ethnicity, rights, security, services, and validity to cover refugees and immigrants.
Their findings show immigrants framed as positive contributors to Canada while refugees are
framed negatively by the media. Most of the refugee coverage related to specific focusing events,
a term they use to describe specific events such as mass refugee arrivals. In this coverage, they
find questions raised about whether refugees are threats to security and what their impact is on
Canada’s national identity. Thus, the media impacts how the host society decides who is
legitimate.
An inspiration for the research I conduct is the work that Cooper et al (2017) have done
in Australia. Their research looked at regional press and its coverage of refugees and asylum
seekers in Australia. They found that on a local level, the media was more positive, “humanizing,
focusing on the future, particularly [with] integration through training and work and emphasizing
personal histories” (87). They examine four regional papers in different parts of Australia to see
explore whether depictions vary and ultimately find that all four featured this type of positive
local refugee coverage, while the national coverage in the papers was consistently negative.
Their work on local coverage in Australia is one of the few examples that looks at regional press
and their depiction of immigrants.
The prior work of scholars has shown that there’s been significant coverage of refugee
portrayals in the media and that refugees are frequently portrayed negatively in the media.
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However much of this research has been conducted on national newspapers, which have focused
on specific events. There is a gap of regional coverage, and this research will address that gap by
zooming in on Amarillo, Texas.
Methods
I choose the city of Amarillo for this project by exploring the University of Vermont’s
RRSC Project, Refugee Resettlement in Small Cities Project, which reports on resettlement in
smaller cities in the United States. 2018 census data puts Amarillo at a population of just under
200,000, making it the largest city in the Texas Panhandle, and the 14th-largest city in Texas. The
project notes that Amarillo’s approved settlement capacity from FY2012-2016 was 2,569, which
is 1.35% of the population (Grigri, 2018). Other cities have higher overall numbers of approved
resettlement but when taking into consideration the ratio to current population, Amarillo was the
highest in Texas during this period. Fort Worth was 1.04%, Dallas was 0.74% and Houston was
0.62%. These numbers of approved resettlement show that Amarillo has a unique relationship to
resettlement within the state of Texas. To conduct this research, I used the Newsbank database. I
limited the database to the Amarillo Globe-News and used the term refugee in the initial search,
which yielded results from 2002-2021, ending on January 10 when data collection finished. I
cleaned the dataset further by eliminating articles where the term refugee appeared only once,
resulting in articles with a more prominent refugee focus. Finally, there are certain articles that
were discarded which appeared with recurring frequency, specifically local event guides and the
monthly call for volunteers for English language tutoring. These steps narrowed the article count
down to 222.
To determine the frames used to depict refugees, I reviewed these articles twice and four
frames emerged: resource adaptations, refugee stories, humanitarian, community. I then
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reviewed and coded all the articles and yielded final totals of resource adaptations (27), refugee
stories (42), humanitarian (62) and community (57). I discarded 34 articles that were eligible for
analysis but didn’t fit into one of these four frames and were not unified enough to create a fifth
frame.
Analyzing media offers an opportunity to understand the stories they present. Media
shapes our perception of the world and what we learn. They choose who to cover and how to
represent them (Ott and Mack, 2014). Framing allows for a situation to be deconstructed
(Anderson, 2020), selected, and presented back to the reader, emphasizing what is significant
(Ott and Mack, 2014). I use Entman’s (1993, pg. 22) definition of a frame: “To frame is to select
some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating context, in
such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation,
and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” Using frames is a common practice in
conducting media research as it helps take large quantities of data and research and turns it into
digestible analysis (Hickerson and Dunsmore, 2016). Frames offer the opportunity to indicate
how the media is presenting issues to its audience. The researcher connects larger themes and
uses frames and subframes to explain them (Anderson, 2020).
Within the text I refer to the refugee population as either refugees, or resettled refugees.
Many of these refugees could be citizens in the United States while they are being covered but
within their depictions in the Globe-News they are written about as refugees or resettled
refugees. Additionally, I refer to the population of Amarillo that did not migrate to the United
States as the local population. Of course, the refugee population is part of the local population,
but it’s necessary for the context of this analysis to distinguish between the two groups.
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Analysis of the four media frames in the Amarillo Globe-News
Resource adaptations
The resources adaptations frame includes articles about how town assets are affected by
the refugee population. The subframes in this frame are language, education, and public health.
This frame explains how hosting many refugees requires a community to adjust. The tone of
these articles highlights that there can be stress and pressure in having a large population of
resettled refugees and that if a place is successful in resettling refugees it can mean that more
refugees will come. Importantly, though there is strain and acclimation needed to meet the
municipal needs of the refugee population, the refugees themselves are not framed as the burden.
Instead, it’s the process of resettlement in which the federal government and the resettlement
agencies participate that stirs resentment.
The language subframe includes descriptions of the impact that non-English speaking
refugees have on Amarillo. The Globe-News portrays the language needs of refugees as affecting
the community because there are so many of them. They cover how hospital system must
respond by including 24-hour on-call translation services. A September 2016 article titled Abbott
plans to withdraw from refugee program covers Mayor Harpole’s reaction to Governor Greg
Abbott’s interest in withdrawing from the refugee resettlement program. In the response from
Harpole, he clarifies that Amarillo is not challenged by refugees because of crime, but rather the
dialects and languages spoken. The Globe-News highlight that the different languages spoken
means that law enforcement goes into homes where they cannot communicate, physicians cannot
communicate directly with their patients and school administrators are challenged by the number
of dialects spoken.
Education depicts how refuges influence the education system in Amarillo. Language is a
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component of this influence with schools needing to include more ESL options, but a larger
focus is adjusting to the acculturation process for refugee children. Language gaps and
acculturation are outlined as affecting refugee students’ ability to pass the state education
requirements. Students have three years to pass the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills.
This challenge is depicted in this quote: “Roughly 800 to 900 of the 1,100 refugee students
enrolled in Amarillo schools had little to no formal schooling when they arrived in the U.S., and
that has created a major learning block” (Ranaivo, 2012). The total number of refugees that the
school managed was depicted as overwhelming the teachers, both in the need to acclimate
students to their students and to improve their abilities for testing.
A final subframe is public health. Additional money to fund refugee vaccinations is a
prevalent piece of the theme. There were many instances where the city either received more
grant funding or needed to add additional funds to put towards public health resources because of
refugee arrivals. There is blame towards the federal government for not providing enough aid to
allow Amarillo to fully integrate the refugee population and address different gaps. And in
addition to not providing enough resources, there is resentment that the federal government and
resettlement agencies continued to grow the refugee population. A July 2014 article covers city
council’s conversations on incoming refugees and writes “Getting 500 refugees a year also can
have a negative impact on the incoming people”(Welch, 2015). The strain of resources driven by
this number of refugees is clear. However, it is also worth noting that though this strain is
expressed, the coverage doesn’t suggest that the refugees are to blame for these difficulties.
Humanitarian
The Humanitarian frame and supporting subframes illustrate the bond local residents
have with Amarillo’s refugee community. Refugees are not centered in these articles, though
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their plight is a focus. The articles depict how many locals go above and beyond in their
volunteerism with refugees. Much of this work is rooted in the Christian and Catholic values of
the residents, which they extend to the new refugees. This frame shows how hosting a large
population of refugees over an extended period time creates bonds between the non-refugee
population and the refugee population. This contact creates a population that is also motivated to
advocate for the refugees, welcome them, and provide for them. There are three subframes
within this frame: altruistic Texans, welcome thy neighbor, human rights.
Stories within the altruistic Texans subframe profile individuals who are featured for
their charity or kindness towards refugees. There are coaches, individuals, and teachers who are
framed for their actions towards the refugee population of Amarillo. Shawna Peeples and Evelyn
Lyles were two of the individuals who were most recognized in the Globe-News within this subframe. Peeples won the National Teacher of the Year award from Barack Obama in 2015 and
was an English and English as a Second Language (ESL) teacher in Amarillo. In her acceptance
speech, she spoke about a refugee student from Burma who had walked to school in a
snowstorm. Peeples reflected, “I remember being so struck by that, that it wasn’t in her frame of
reference that school would ever close, because it had always been open to her” (Bryant, 2015).
Lyles, on the other hand, is framed as a dedicated volunteer. The Globe-News writes that her
“compassion for Amarillo's refugees has expanded to a comprehensive, collaborative effort
throughout the community, involving multiple churches, denominations, business partners and
kind-hearted individuals” (Koski, 2016). Lyles appears in multiple articles as someone who’s
making a difference in the lives of refugees in the Amarillo community. These are just two of the
most-referenced residents and offer the strongest examples of the subframe about individuals
who have taken a strong interest and made connections with different refugee residents. Within
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the Globe-News they are heralded for the actions they’ve taken to provide for the refugee
community and help them to assimilate to life in the United States.
The welcome thy neighbor subframe centers the charity work and faith integration. This
frame depicts welcoming attitudes towards refugee residents and actions of charity. The GlobeNews includes a quote from a local referencing refugees: “I know that the Bible teaches me
regardless of who my neighbor is, it's very clear how I'm supposed to treat them. You know, love
your neighbor as yourself, whoever they are"(Graham 2016). The Globe-News covers different
programs in which locals offer charity for refugees, such as groceries and coats to help refugees.
The Globe-News covers the charity of the locals as bestowed upon deserving refugees, with the
ones highlighted as recipients depicted as hard workers and grateful to be in the United States.
Recipient families are “very happy here and appreciate all the blessings they have received. The
parents are actively working yet could use some help this Christmas season” (Pawlowski, 2008).
These refugee families have pulled themselves up by their bootstraps and the welcoming charity
efforts of other town residents have helped them adapt to their new country, community, and
customs.
The final subframe within is human rights. This subframe appears in 2016 as a response
to Governor Greg Abbott when he tries to stop the resettlement of Syrian refugees in Texas and
then to President Trump’s refugee politics. It focuses on advocating for refugee resettlement and
resistance to anti-refugee policies and differs from welcome thy neighbor because it is tied to
policy and political decisions of US officials. Faith plays a role in this subframe with an article
titled For Abbott, a balancing act between Catholic Faith and Politics. This article covers
Roman Catholic leaders urging government officials to let in refugees and local protests at
Abbott’s church. There’s additional coverage of Pope Francis saying that Catholics cannot only
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focus on abortion, and articles that highlight the refugee crisis. Finally, within this subframe
there is direct opposition to President Trump’s refugee policy, and articles highlighting the need
for refugees to have human rights. As these different policy points are covered and debated in
Amarillo, a letter to the editor writes “I am opposed to President Trump's stopping the
resettlement of refugees fleeing from horrific wars in the Middle East” (Letter to the Editor,
2017) There is an understanding shown by some about the conditions refugees come from and
encouragement to offer resettlement to refugees.
Refugee stories
The refugee stories frame is defined as articles where resettled refugees themselves were
the focus. The subframes are refugee exceptionalism and refugee belonging. In reviewing my
dataset, I asked whether a refugee was quoted in the article. Overall, 31.3% of the articles
included a quote from a refugee, while 92.8% of the articles within the Refugee Stories frame
include a quote from a refugee. This frame tells the experience of refugees in Amarillo and the
United States. It is where the Globe-News shares the voices and experiences of refugees. These
articles highlight the plight of refugees before coming to the US, and the ways in which they
were contributing members of society once they arrived. Most of these articles show refugees as
high achieving patriots, grateful for the opportunity to be living in the United States. This
includes high school students who achieve in the classroom or in athletics, and those who want
to take advantage of the opportunity to go to college in the United States.
In the exceptionalism subframe, refugees are underscored as having pulled themselves up
by their bootstraps, leaving horrible conditions and making a difficult journey to the US. In this
subframe refugees have achieved American Dream. The refugees are seen “with compelling
stories of sacrifice, survival, determination, drive and desire” (Hallmark, 2016). Now living in
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the US they’re covered as patriots — one is quoted saying that the American flag is the most
precious thing in his life, after his family, because “It means a new start in the United States and
endless opportunities for my kids and grandkids. It means I was right, that the years of hardship
and sacrifice were right.” Here exceptional refugees are covered; articles tell how their hard
work, determination, and sacrifice has led to success in the United States. Within this subframe
there are representations of what refugees have brought to Amarillo and the United States. A
March 2015 article titled Welch: Bagan brings new flavors highlights the new restaurant that
Burmese refugees opened in Amarillo. The article depicts the refugees’ journey to arrive in the
United States and the type of food that they will be serving in the restaurant, which is a result of
their refugee experience and the different kitchens they cooked in. The article adds that the
restaurant will be a “sign of good things to come” (Welch, 2015).
The refugee belonging subframe depicts the ways in which refugees have added and
contributed to Amarillo. An April 2020 article titled Meatpacking workers in Panhandle have
little power to avoid coronavirus explains how refugees became an integral part of the
meatpacking plants around Amarillo. It depicts refugee families as hard working, with families
splitting 24 hour shifts, and then becoming essential workers during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Additionally, this subframe tells how refugees have become members of the community. A
specific example of this is through the church communities in Amarillo. At times refugees are
depicted as creating new places of worship to fit their own beliefs, but they are also shown
attending local services; a 2003 article tells the stories of religious refugees such as Rev.
Bounheng Phongphraphan, who becomes a Christian and member of the First Baptist Church in
Amarillo.
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Community
The community frame centers Amarillo as a city, where refugees are discussed in relation
to the town and its policies, concerns, and capacities. The subframes included here are
integration and assimilation, resettlement reluctance and security and vetting. Refugee
resettlement peaks in 2010, and as a response to the local community the refugee services
switched their focus to secondary resettlement, meaning the refugees who came to Amarillo were
only those who had family there. Thus, these debates on the safety of Syrian refugees occurred
within Amarillo when they would not have received any Syrian refugees because there were no
Syrian families. This likely suggests that native-born Amarillo residents did not necessarily have
a full understand of the refugee process, and that even when the actual numbers of resettlement
slowed, the refugee presence in the town was felt.
The integration and assimilation subframe speaks to the ways the refugee population has
impacted Amarillo. This subframe helps to explain the efforts that local residents and refugees
make in adjusting to having a large refugee population. Some of this is depicted through the
coverage of the workshops that the resettlement agencies offer to bring together government
officials, health care workers, school representatives, and refugees together to discuss ways to
bridge gaps between the two groups. A December 2016 article speaks to the police department’s
relationship to refugees and how it is of increasing value to have officers who can speak the
language of the refugee. The department has worked to recruit ex-refugees for this purpose. A
March 2015 article, for example, speaks about community garden efforts in Amarillo, and how a
local organization has sites all over the town and has prioritized a few gardens close to apartment
complexes that mostly house refugees.
The resettlement reluctance subframe depicts the capacity concerns for Amarillo. Within
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this subframe there is concern from local residents and government officials about how they have
already resettled a large number of refugees and don’t have the ability to take more. The city
counselors and the mayor have their voices elevated as recognizing that the number of resettled
refugees in Amarillo makes it hard to overcome cultural barriers and deliver services. A
November 16 article titled Blogs stir controversy over Amarillo refugees is written in response to
the accusation that Amarillo has had enough of having Muslim refugees resettled from the
Middle East. The Mayor clarifies that there had been challenges in acculturation for the different
refugee groups, but it was the overall number of refugees that was a challenge, not their religion.
This article highlights past statements of Mayor Harpole discussing some of the acculturation
challenges of the different refugee groups in Amarillo. Part of this challenge is also framed as
being able to fully serve the refugee population that already lives in Amarillo and that local
officials are not part of the decision making process on how many refugees are brought to
Amarillo by the agencies and federal government.
The final subframe of this frame is security and vetting. This subframe appears when
Governor Greg Abbott attempted to halt the resettlement of Syrian refugees in Texas through
Trump’s executive order banning entry, including refugee resettlement from certain countries
with a Muslim majority. The security threat of refugees in Texas was depicted by the GlobeNews in a wide range of opinions. They covered safety concerns as well as disbelief that Muslim
refugees were a threat to the United States. Some believed that “Texas Gov. Greg Abbot is right
about the Syrian refugee controversy and opposing Syrian refugees coming to Texas, and it is
pure idiocy to think otherwise” (Letter to the Editor, 2015). There are expressions of support for
a more thorough vetting process to guarantee that none of the Syrian refugees are terrorists,
though there is not a need to ban all Muslim refugees. On the other side of this coverage there
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were plenty of sentiments that refugees were not a security threat, specifically because of the
amount of security screening that occurs through resettlement. There’s an education and
corrective element here, exemplified by this quote: "Refugees experience more security
screenings than any other visa holder in the United States. They're actually the safest group to
come into the United States. If you wanted to be a terrorist, you would not go through
the Refugee Resettlement Program" (Lamb, 2017). And Harpole, the mayor at this time, had
made it clear that he has no issue with Muslim refugees, though he did feel that Amarillo had
already done its fair share of refugee hosting.
Analysis of the frames over time
The first part of this analysis established the four frames that the Amarillo Globe-News
employed when covering refugees: humanitarian, resource adaptations, refugee stories and
community. Figure 1.1 shows the breakdown of each theme over the time of this study. This
figure represents the total 188 articles coded and analyzed, and the dispersal of these frames over
time. No single frame was fully dominant in any year other than 2021, which is still incomplete.
Fourteen of the years reviewed used three or more of the identified frames in depicting refugees.
Though there are spikes in coverage from 2015-2017, the framing of the refugee population in
Amarillo is consistent from 2004 onwards.
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Figure 1.1: Articles by Frame from 2002-2021
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It’s very clear that 2015, 2016, and 2017 all see a huge spike in coverage. The full period
of review is 19 years, and 70 of the coded articles (37%) come from these three years. It seems
very likely this spike in coverage comes from national influence. At this time refugee
resettlement had dropped in Amarillo. It peaked in 2010 and slowly declined aside from an
increase of increase of 74 arrivals in FY2019 (Refugee Language Project, 2020). Therefore,
increased resettlement could not explain this spike in coverage. On a national level, these three
years were significant for refugee politics in the United States. In 2015, there are concerns about
Syrian refugees and Abbott tries to pull Texas out of the federal refugee resettlement program, in
2016 Donald Trump is running for and elected President of the United States, and in 2017 Trump
bans refugees from seven predominantly Muslim countries. This breakdown of articles by frame
shows that the community frame was most used during 2015 and 2016. However, the
humanitarian frame is also still widely used, and is the most used frame in 2017. This shows that
on the local level, even amidst very divisive national politics, the rhetoric used to depict refugees
was complex and diverse.
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Discussion and Conclusion
In conducting this research, I set out to determine how the Amarillo Globe-News portrays
refugees. I was curious to see if the depictions of refugees would be similarly to the national and
international coverage, which past scholars have found to be full of metaphors, to create an "us"
versus "them" dynamic, and to also include framing that leads readers to dehumanize refugees. I
hypothesized that coverage on refugees in Amarillo would shift in from 2015 onwards, when
Governor Greg Abbott tries to pull Texas out of the federal refugee resettlement program over
concerns of Syrian refugees. In conducting the coding, I did not find that there was a new frame
that came into play in 2015 and onward. Coverage does peak in 2015, 2016, and 2017, but the
four frames utilized in these years are consistent through the entire period of analysis. The
community frame does slightly dominate in 2015 and 2016, but the second most-utilized frame at
that time was the humanitarian frame. Within the community frame, the security and vetting
subframe takes some prominence during these years, which is likely a response to the national
conversation on refugee admissions. This subframe itself is not whole negative or positive. There
are negative articles within it, that side with Trump’s thoughts on vetting of refugees, however
there’s also coverage of local pushback and allegiance to the refugee population. And there are
educational and corrective articles that explain the full process of how a refugee resettlement
occurs and the thorough vetting that anyone applying to be a refugee in the United States
receives. These questions and conversations occur within the community frame, and the
humanitarian frame is the second highest used frame of 2015 and 2016 and then is the highest
2017. This frame likely exemplifies the response of locals to the actions of the Trump
administration and Governor Abbott. Their years of interactions with the refugee population has
them uniquely positioned to continue their volunteerism and acts of charity on behalf of
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refugees.
There is evidence here that media frames in Amarillo are influenced by national
discourse, but they are less partisan and reactionary. The contribution that this paper builds off
findings from Cooper’s et al (2017) research in Australia, and similarly regional coverage from
the Globe-News differs from national coverage of refugees. There are challenges to hosting a
large population of refugees within a small city. Federal resources are limited, and there are state
resources and requirements that strain local schools when trying to get students caught up to
standard levels. The question of capacity to resettle refugees is debatable within this local
community, but it’s not because of the lack of their welcoming. There are sentiments that by
being welcoming and successfully resettling refugees, they receive more refugees without
consideration of the town’s capacity to continually resettle. The resentment felt by a local
community is not targeted towards the refugees themselves, but rather the federal government or
resettlement agencies who make the decisions on where to place refugees upon their arrival to
the US. In conducting this analysis, specifically in the resources frame, there was not an ask for
more money, less stringent education testing standards, or more grants for vaccinations. Instead,
the solution most often proposed is resettling fewer numbers of refugees to provide best for its
current population.
The threat to the host nation frame that many other scholars of immigration and refugees
had found did not appear within this research. This begs further research on local media
depictions of refugees on local levels. In Esses, Medianu and Lawson’s 2013 study, they saw that
the depiction of asylum seekers leads to the local population not seeing asylees as fully human.
They explain the significance of media’s depictions because the local populations lack close
interactions with the group depicted by the media. I wonder if the Globe-News authors’ close
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contact with the refugee population in Amarillo leads to less-charged depictions, or if the
audience demands this type of coverage from the Globe-News because of their close interactions
with the refugee population over this extended period. While no direct evaluation of readership
was conducted from this paper, Amarillo is a red County in Texas, that went for Trump both
terms. The readership of this paper is likely conservative. There is reluctance portrayed in the
coverage of refugees, but there’s also defense of refugee resettlement and highlights of refugee
accomplishments alongside the reluctance.
While this paper doesn’t dive further into whether public opinion is influenced by the
Amarillo Globe-News, or how public opinion shapes the Globe-News, there’s an important
relationship between the public and a free press. This paper offers analysis on how a local paper
covers its refugee population and offers a window into this coverage that could be replicated in
the other cities of with high amounts of refugee resettlement. Future research can also explore
the relationship between public opinion, the media, and policy outcomes in a local town. As the
US moves past the Trump administration and reconsiders its immigration and refugee policies,
perspectives from the places that absorb refugees are worth understanding. They offer an
opportunity to understand the local focus and how it aligns to national rhetoric on refugees and
immigrants.
This research shows that the Amarillo Globe-News depicts refugees in a multitude of
ways. Four frames and eleven subframes explain the local media’s depiction and clearly differ
from the less nuanced ways that refugees are depicted in national media. This coverage shows
how volunteers go above and beyond in their work with refugees, the ways in which refugees
have integrated into the community, and their achievement of the American dream in the United
States. It also depicts acculturation of different groups with distinct customs, and capacity
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concerns for the city. There are real challenges that a community faces not only in receiving an
initial refugee population but also how it continues to integrate and meet their needs over time.
As resettlement numbers grow during the Biden administration, this research offers a connection
to the local towns that do the work of resettlement. Further research of towns like Amarillo could
shed further invaluable light about resettlement in these places and how the communities respond
and cover their own refugee populations. Replicating this project in other cities with high
amounts of refugee resettlement could be a worthwhile endeavor. Since this case is limited to
only one city, it’s uncertain if this type of framing is unique to Amarillo, or if this can be
replicated in other cities of refugee resettlement.
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